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 Welcome!

 

 We live in a world so fast and busy that the days and ,

hours pass and we almost do not realize it. We live

according to the future or the past but we are hardly in

the present, in the here and now.

 

My name is Michelle de Matheu and in this program  we

will live a practical guide to rejuvenate, renew and

reprogram your mind. 

 

The art of listening  is designed to go beyond

meditation and create space for new opportunities and

release  negative thoughts and patterns.  Through

different techniques that I have studied for years we

will create experiences that help to break paradigms

and, free you from anxiety and stress. Oxygenate your

skin through conscious breathing seeking to connect

with your essence and turn your meditation practice

into your best friend. You will have calm and objectivity

in times of anxiety and stress.     

 

 

 

   When you change your vibration, you invite others to

do the same.  Are you ready?      
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When we pray, we ask, and we thank, but it is when we

meditate that the answers arrive. That secret and sacred

space is where, we can connect with our nature and

absolute truth.     

 

Meditation is, I repeat, that sacred space where we

become one with the universe. A tool to listen, observe,

feel, connect, question and redesign our reality. The

Universe invites us to let go of everything that has gone

through a cycle in our life. 

 

 

Now, what happens when we do not listen? When we

are so busy that we do not have time for anything ...

according to us. What happens is that our

predetermined patterns, fears or behaviors keep us

stagnant and frustrated and often arise in relation to

other people or to judge ourselves. Many times these

energy blocks weaken our immune system causing us

to start living away from our truth and purpose. Every

cell in your body reacts to everything your mind says.

Negativity is one of the causes that most weaken our

immune system. 

 

 . 
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Through meditation, we will learn to be less reactive

and more open to experiencing a sensitivity that will fill

us with joy throughout the day.  

 

Meditation invites us to order our present, create new

habits and ways of thinking and reacting in our

environment. It helps us discover and optimize our

mental, physical and emotional capacities.  Meditation

sensitizes our intuition as it teaches us to listen,

perceive and connect with the present and elevate our

thoughts

Meditation is the sacred space where we reconnect

with our true nature: love. Each day we will discover

and connect with each energy center and experience

the meaning of the word NAMASTE. 

 

What is Namaste? 

 

 

The etymology of the word Namaste reveals that namas

is a neutral noun meaning 'greeting', 'reverence' or

'courtesy', and the second root is constituted by the

pronoun te, which means 'to you'. For this reason, an

exact translation, etymologically speaking, of Namaste

could be: "I greet you", or "I bow to you".  When you are

in a place of truth, love, truth, and I am in that place in

me, we are ONE. NAMASTE. 
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How to create a sacred space?  

 

 

Start with your altar of love I say altar because it is that

special and sacred space where you connect with

yourself and that consciousness of supreme power

greater than our reason. 

 

Try to make it a place without distractions like noise, or

extreme heat. Bring a cushion, mat to sit and why not

some elements that accompany you like some quartz,

flower, essential oil or Mandala that you like.

 

The most important thing, believe it with intention and

purpose. To receive the desired effect, sit down and

follow the  steps  for a week  to generate that first

experience . If you lose a day, just continue the next day.
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 In this module we will learn about the relationship

between the mind and the body. Our body is a support,

a vehicle to experience the practice.  Learning to relax is

considered one of the most powerful abilities of the

human being since it comprises the natural cycles of his

body and learns how to be alone.   

 

 There are 6 traditional styles of sitting   

 

 - Full Lotus   

 

- Half lotus   

 

- Burmese: you sit on the front edge of the cushion with

the 45% cushion angle to create a natural arch in the

lower back   

 

- Sitting in a chair, try not to use the backrest, just sit on

the front edge of the chair.   

 

- Kneeling on a cushion on his side -   

 

- Kneeling on a stool. * Experiment to find what suits

you best.                   
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What is a mantra? 

 

 A mantra is a word or sound that you repeat
throughout a meditation to help focus the mind.

"Mantra" comes from Sanskrit. Man is the root of the
word for "mind", and tra is the root of the word for
"instrument." Mantras help us to disconnect from that
stream of thoughts that constantly flow (sometimes
rushed) through our minds.   

 

When you use a mantra to meditate you will experience
a wonderful state of relaxation mainly, because the
levels of cortisol decrease and help your nervous system
to create a new pattern of behavior.  
 

An important detail is that not all forms of meditation
use mantras.   

 • Baikhari Japa: when the repetition of the mantra
occurs loudly. 

 • Upanshu Japa: the repetition occurs in the form of a
whisper. 
 • Manasik Japa: the repetition of the mantra is mental. •
Likhit Japa: consists in the written repetition of the
mantra. 

 • Sumirani Japa: when the repetition is done
throughout the day. 

 • Kirtan: when the repetition of the group mantra is
practiced.  Ok let's start with a quick and practical
exercise but before reflecting:  
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 At what time of day do you feel more or stressed or in a
hurry? Can you imagine taking extra time to reflect,
create space ... definitely Not. However, it is the moment
is when your mantra will be of great help.  The mantra
of the morning meditation will bring that vibration of
calm to that moment of chaos or frustration. Inviting
calm, clarity, space and objectivity. For example, the
mantra OM - the sound of the Universe. Mantra means
creative projection of the mind through sound.  Actually
the OM mantra is pronounced: AUM This mantra creates
a vibration that represents our three states of mind: 

 

• The "A" represents the conscious awareness of the
conscious mind. 

• The "U", the dream state of the unconscious mind. 

 

• And the "M", the deep sleep state of the subconscious
mind.

 

 Om mantra is pronounced to find peace, protection
and abundance to our life. OM - It is the primordial
mantra. It is considered to be the sound of the universe,

which gave rise to all things and that which contains all
other sounds.
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 What is a mudra?   

 

 These are positions or gestures we make with our
hands during meditation. These powerful tools have as
a specific objective to channel your body's energy flow. 

 

          The ancient sages could intuit the presence of the
five elements (space, air, fire, water and earth) in the
human body. It is believed that our hands have energy
points for these elements and, therefore, the use of
mudras is a way to manipulate these elements. Within
hand gestures, there are not only principles of
connection at play, but also liberation actions that
depend on the mudra. 

 

 

 • Thumb: Space
 

 • Index : Air 
 

 • Intermediate: Fire 

 

 • Ring: Water 
 

 • Little finger: Earth 
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Gyan Mudra Elements: 

 

Space + Air   
 

 

 The intention of Gyan mudra is to improve your
concentration and sharpen your memory. This is a great
mudra to use when looking for knowledge. 

 

Try to hold this mudra while meditating to get an idea
of your life or a specific problem. Method: 

 

This mudra is performed by touching the tip of the
index finger with the tip of the thumb, while keeping
the other three fingers straight.   
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DHYANA Mudra   

 

 Dhyana mudra is shared through various oriental
meditation disciplines. The Buddha is often represented
by making this gesture. The importance of this mudra is
to take you to a deeper and deeper concentration. 

 

This gesture can also help inner peace. Method: To do
Dhyana mudra, simply sit with your hands up and your
right hand resting on the palm of your left hand. The
right hand, which represents the illumination and
superior spiritual faculties, rests on the left hand,

representing the world of maya or illusion.  

 

Elements: All    
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 What is DRISHTI?   

 

 The Drishti is the point of attention, or focus in which
we rest the gaze during the realization of asanas or
meditation. It has little to do with the physical look,

rather it is with internal. The Drishti, helps us to
concentrate and not distract us with the things that
surround us during practice. What we do is let our eyes
rest at a point where we are almost with our eyes
closed.  Some practical ones for meditation are: · 

 

 - Tip of the nose (Nasagrai Drishti): it is a key point to
calm your mind and avoid the constant flow of
thoughts. - Third eye (Broomadhya or Ajna Chakra
Drishti): it helps us to develop intuition and connect
with the present. 
 

 -  The chin is a point to deepen personal knowledge.   it
is a tool, you can also stay meditating with closed eyes
concentrating on breathing or mantra if you prefer.       
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